
President’s Report 2020/2021 

It has only been nine months since I presented my last report at our postponed AGM back in July 
2020, however it seems that a lifetime has passed in that short period of time.  As an organisation 
we were extremely lucky to be able to get back on the courts for MASS from July last year with a 
return to full competition in September.  I say lucky, because a lot of other States were still under 
extremely restrictive lockdowns.  On our first night back to competition, the courts were brimming 
with people just so happy to be back playing again.  I am the first to admit that I had some 
trepidation about Masters surviving the COVID pandemic and was fearing the worst for numbers, 
however I was completely blind sided by the strength of numbers we had returning to play. 

With the start of our current competition, we were able to re-introduce suppers, which has brought 
back the more social aspect of Masters Squash.  I am finding that week on week, there are more 
people staying on to socialise after the matches have finished, including a lot of our new members, 
which is fantastic to see.  On that note, a special welcome to all who have joined ACT Masters in the 
last 12 months.  I hope you are enjoying your matches and meeting lots of new friends. 

We were extremely lucky to be able to hold our annual March tournament again this year.  Again, I 
say lucky because only two weeks out the committee was undecided on whether to continue given 
the COVID breakout in Sydney’s Northern Beaches.  As it turns out, the tournament was a great 
success and as always, this was because of all the volunteers who contributed their time to make it 
run smoothly.  I want to thank Ron Smith as the driving force behind the tournament.  As 
Tournament Director, he produced the draws (multiple times), did the grading (which was spot on) 
and generally kept an eagle eye across all goings on.  To all the other volunteers who worked in the 
kitchen, ran the starters desks at both centres, sold raffle tickets, “cheffed” at the BBQ, organised 
social venues and just ran errands and did odd jobs, thankyou.  It was pleasing to see a number of 
inter-state players as well.  Talking to one of the Victorians, they said the last tournament they had 
been able to play was the ACT tournament in 2020, which says a lot for how lucky we have been in 
Canberra with COVID. 

I am hopeful that the Bega Challenge will proceed at some time this year after being postponed in 
2020.  The committee has been in touch with the Bega committee and are working on possible 
dates.  NSW Masters has a full calendar of tournaments for this year and if you are able to make it to 
one or two, I know they would appreciate your support.  At this stage the Australian Championships 
hosted by SA Masters will be proceeding in October.  Sue Parker is taking bookings for 
accommodation in Adelaide.  If you have never played one of these events before, they are a 
fantastic event with players from all around Australia coming together for a couple of weeks. 

To our wonderful sponsors, Belconnen Mazda, Total Traction Services, R + M Family Law, Richard 
Horlock Bricklayer, Jim’s Fencing, Valley View Kitchens, Blossoms of Canberra and Optimal Health 
and Performance – thankyou one and all for your ongoing and much appreciated support. 

Finally, I would like to thank the committee for their hard work over the last 9 months.  Everyone has 
pitched in and worked hard to get Masters back on the courts and competitions running.  To the 
incoming committee, I give you my best for the coming year.  There is still a long way to go before 
we are back to what was once “normal”, however I am sure that you will be up to the task. 

 

Scott Caban 

President ACTMSA 


